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Personalized Learning Model (PLM)

Single-credit Modules
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Flexibility

Faculty
• Formative & summative feedback on model
• Feedback on student interactions with learning & research
• Lower barrier to teaching modern/emerging topics
• Strengthen academic-industry relationships

• Learner profile via Clifton Strengths
• Individual development plans (IDP through AAAS)INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS
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Student:
• Non-technical core competency
• Improved understanding and development 

in desired career path(s)
• Highly competitive for target employment
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Learner Assistance
Instructor Active Learning

Weeks 1-4

Learner Assistance
Peer Learning

Weeks 1-4

Towards Independence
PLP Project or Exam

Week 5

Motivation

Faculty
• Advisory Board & Alumni Feedback
• Entering Research Learning Assessments
• Faculty Learning Community (FLC) Feedback

Clifton Strengths 
and IDP workshop

October 2023

Entrepreneurship stream activity:  field trip to Ecotone 
Fall 2023

Student:
• Growth along IDP
• Ph.D. satisfaction 
• Feedback on professional development activities

Initial Observations
SMART Goals for IDPs

Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Timely

• First year students wrote career, skills development (right) 
and project management goals with fewer SMART elements

Question: Do first year students need more practice writing 
SMART goals, or do they need more PhD experiences?

• 9/12 faculty regard this as a valuable experience that helped 
frame discussions about progress towards goals
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• Body of Knowledge development underway with ~30 
subject matter experts in academia, industry and 

entrepreneurship using the software, Group Wisdom. 

• Faculty Learning Communities to start summer 2024 

• External evaluation ongoing by Quality Evaluation 
Designs

Current and Future work

Most U.S. graduate engineering programs 
follow a “one-size-fits-all” approach:

• focus on research skills
• slow to incorporate industry trends
• default to training students for careers as 

university professors
• assume that all students start at the 

same level of knowledge

This innovation in graduate education will:

(1) break the traditional one-size-fits-all 
approach to graduate STEM education by 
creating and validating an integrated 
personalized learning model (PLM) that is 
inclusive to all students, and 

(2) propagate this education research into 
widespread practice by generating the 
knowledge to extend this innovation to 
other STEM graduate programs at the 
University of Pittsburgh and beyond. 

The approach is being piloted in Chemical 
Engineering. 
 

Goal

Figure:  Distribution of SMART elements within skills development 
goals comparing first, second and third year PhD students 


